We prove here some polynomial approximation theorems, somewhat related to the Szasz-Mfintz theorem, but where the domain of approximation is the integers, by dualizing a gap theorem of C. l~YI for periodic entire functions. In another Paper [7] , we shall prove, by similar means, a completeness theorem ibr some special sets of entire functions.
We prove here some polynomial approximation theorems, somewhat related to the Szasz-Mfintz theorem, but where the domain of approximation is the integers, by dualizing a gap theorem of C. l~YI for periodic entire functions. In another Paper [7] , we shall prove, by similar means, a completeness theorem ibr some special sets of entire functions.
It is well known (see, for example [l] ) that ifE is the space of all entire functions in the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets, then the dual space of continuous complex-valued linear functionals on E may be represented as E0, the space of entire functions of exponential type. Now let E (1) b e the space of entire functions of period 1. Then it may be shown that the dual of E (1) can be represented as E0 (l), where E0(1) is the following quotient space of E0: define / ~ g for functions 1, g e E0 if/_ g is a multiple of sin z~z, and let E0 (l) be the space of equivalence classes of E0 modulo this relation of equivalence. Now E0(1) is apparently the same space as the space of restrictions of functions in E0 to the integers Z. Each such restriction is just a two-sided sequence of complex numbers, of at most exponential growth. ConVersely, it is easy to interpolate any such sequence by an entire function of exponential type. Thus, the dual of E(1) is just the space of all such sequences. Actually, we establish this identification by another procedure.
To any theorem about periodic entire functions will correspond a theorem about the space of sequences described above. In [6] , C. RI~NYI proved an interesting gap theorem, reproduced below. We show by means of duality that certain theorems of polynomial approximation are equivalent to this theorem. The domain of approximation is the integers in one case, and the positive integers in another ease. To our knowledge, the problem of polynomial approximation on the integers has not been Considered except in the note [3] . We know of no direct proof of our results. Ultimately, the R~YI result depends on a simple application of Rolle's theorem. It Would be of interest to have more precise gap theorems than the R~NYr theorem and also to have direct proofs of the results we prove by means of it. By N, we denote any collection of non-negative integers, with 0 adjoined. We shall stress throughout the paper that 0 ~ N. By PN (respectively P+,) we denote the collection of all polynomials in/~ (respectively F+) with exponents lying in N, that is p(x)=~anx n, an=0 for nq~N.
We shall he concerned with finding conditions on N such that PN be dense in F (respectively that P+ be dense in 1"+) where Fand/'+ are given appropriate topologies. The topologies we introduce are familiar from the theory of sequence spaces. Denote by F* (respectively F*) the collection of all sequences a = {ax}, k= 0, ~l, ~-2, ... A similar procedure gives a corresponding topology on F+, and we shall suppose from now on that/' and F+ are equipped with these topologies. We may now state our approximation results.
Theorem 1. I] N has lower density greater than 1/2, then PN 'iS dense in I'.

Theorem 2. If N contains a set o/ even (respectively odd) integers, o/ positive lower density, then P+ is dense in 1"+.
We prove these results by showing that they are equivalent to l%~Yi'S theorem. We shall requirc three well-known preliminary results. We shall now show that Theorem 2 is equivalent to g~z<yI's theorem. Our first Step is to deduce the following two results fl'om ~z~Yz's theorem. It remains only to prove that Theorem 2 is equivalent to Propositions 7 and 8 together. This follows from the Hahn-Banach Theorem, by the same argument as that given after Proposition 4.
An interesting question is whether the hypothesis on the parity of the elements of N can be dropped from Theorem 2. (It is easy to construct sets of nonnegative integers of positive lower density whose even and odd parts have lower density zero.) An investigation of this question could perhaps lead to a new proof of R~NyI's theorem.
